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Abstract 

The present study explores the stylistic linguistic differences in short stories, 

written for children and adults, published in Pakistani English magazines on 

the second dimension of Biber’s (1988) study. The second textual dimension 

deals with narrative and non-narrative linguistic features showing the 

narrativeness in fictional texts. The purpose of this study is to explore the 

different linguistic choices made by the short story writers writing stories for 

children and adults. It is the norm that the data of short stories published for 

children is shorter than the stories published for adults and due to the space 

availability certain linguistic choices may vary for both short stories writers. 

Furthermore, the study also identifies the stylistic linguistic variability 

among male and female short story writers. A corpus-based methodology 

has been used by applying MAT (Multidimensional Analysis Tagger) which 

is a replica of Biber’s (1988) tagger generally applied for studies on text 

types and genre variation. The corpus consists of 300 short stories, 150 each 

for children and adults, published in Pakistani English magazines during 

2014-2017. The findings of the study reveal that short stories written for 

children are more narrative than that of adults showing high narrative 
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discourse. Comparison of male and female short story writers show that 

male short story writers use high frequency of narrative features than female 

writers.   

Keywords: Short stories for children and adults, linguistic variation, Popular 

Pakistani English magazines, Multidimensional Analysis    

1. Introduction 

The genre of Pakistani English short story has played a substantial role in 

developing the identity of Pakistani nation and her people. Pakistani English 

short story writers are depicting Pakistani culture and its norms and 

contributing a lot to Pakistani history and its literary heritage. In early 

sixties, there were some esteemed magazines like Herald, Pakistan 

Quarterly and Vision, which were providing a platform to the Pakistani 

English short story writers. So far as the purpose of writing children’s fiction 

is concerned, it is pretty much clear that its main goal is to please or amuse 

them while adults’ fiction is supposed to convey a meaningful message to its 

readers. While discussing childhood and adolescence, Wolf and Coats 

(2011) quote Henderson’s argument that, “when authors go about 

constructing adolescence, it seems that most of them construct it as angst 

and awful”. (p. 325). Wolf and Coats (2011) further remark about Young 

Adult fiction as; 

YA fiction is organized around the same sorts of tensions that 

preoccupy the physical bodies and emotional lives of its 

intended audience: tensions between growth and stasis, 

between an ideal world we can imagine and the one we really 

inhabit, between earnestness and irony, between ordinary 

bodies and monstrous ones, and, perhaps most importantly, 

between an impulsive individualism and a generative ethics 

of interconnectedness. (p. 316) 
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Rose (1998) argues that children’s fiction is impossible because adults are 

the authors who are writing for children. They critically draw children into 

the adult world and don’t depict children but themselves. For Rose, 

children’s fiction is the desire of adults in which adult comes first and the 

child comes after them, “Children's fiction sets up a world in which the adult 

comes first (author, maker, giver) and the child comes after (reader, product, 

receiver)” (p. 58). 

All such claims about purpose of writing fiction arouse questions about the 

linguistic identity of children and adults’ fictions which call for the detailed 

analysis of its linguistic characteristics. The present study has used the 

Multidimensional Approach proposed by Biber in his (1988) study. A 

Multidimensional (MD) analysis is actually a corpus-based approach which 

is empirical and quantitative in nature. This approach focuses on 67 

linguistic features that co-occur in a text to achieve some common 

functional goals. MD approach was previously used to identify the textual 

dimensions across speech and writing but later on used for studies on text 

types, genre variation and corpus stylistics. However, the first objective of 

this study is to explore the linguistic differences exist in short stories, written 

for children and adults, published in popular Pakistani English magazines on 

Biber’s (1988) textual dimension; Narrative vs. Non-narrative concerns, 

whereas; the second objective of the study is to find out the linguistic 

variability among short stories written by male and female writers on the 

same textual dimension.    

1.1 Research Questions 

The present study aims to answer the following questions: 

 How far do the features of narrativeness vary across Pakistani 

English short stories for children and adults on second textual 

dimension of Biber’s (1988) study; Narrative vs. Non-Narrative 

concerns? 
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 How far do the features of narrativeness vary among male and 

female short story writers on second textual dimension of Biber’s 

(1988) study? 

1.2 Delimitation of the Study 

 

The study delimits itself to Multidimensional Analysis based on the 67 

linguistic features only. The study merely covers the representative Pakistani 

English short stories, written by different male and female authors writing 

for children and adults. The study covers only one texual dimension 

(Narrative vs. Non-Narrative concerns) according to the framework 

proposed by Biber’s (1988) study. 

2. Literature Review 

Children and adults literature bear various features in it, for instance, fiction, 

history, popular series, classics and magazines etc. In the 19
th

 century, 

children’s literature is considered to be a separate genre and it gained more 

popularity in the 21
st
 century. Mallan (2017) explained that children’s 

literature could be prove a valuable asset to education as it brought the world 

into the classroom and took the classroom out into the world of imagination. 

Belbin (2011) propounds that Young Adult fiction is like a bridge which 

divides children’s fiction from adults’ fiction because adults’ fiction carries 

their readers towards a deep river. Children’s fiction deals with the minds at 

surface level rather adults’ fiction tackles at a critical level. He concludes as 

“I think the best metaphor for YA fiction is that of a bridge, or a multiplicity 

of bridges, carrying the reader across the deep river that divides children’s 

fiction, which may grow out of in early adolescence, and adult fiction” ( p. 

12). 

Gardner (2008) evaluated the differences between narrative and expository 

children’s texts. He claimed that the expository and narrative texts differ at 

vocabulary level with respect to the common theme. He described that 
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expository texts had more specialized vocabulary than narrative texts. He 

concluded as “the expository collections, which are not known for being 

friendly to incidental word learning from context, produce the best 

conditions for recycling specialized, theme-specific vocabulary, especially 

when they are related by tighter themes such as Mummy” (p. 109). 

Stuart and et al. (2003) examined most frequently used words in children’s 

book. The data was collected from 685 books for children ages from 5 to 7 

to create frequency list. They found that functional words were more 

frequent than content words and frequency of pronouns used by males were 

significantly more than the pronouns used by females. Wild and et al. (2013) 

explore a keyword analysis by creating both fictional and non-fictional 

corpus of 30 million tokens of texts for children ages from 5-14. Findings of 

the study revealed that words correlated with weather, tools, buildings and 

body parts were frequent in children’s literature while education, religion, 

law and relationships related words were frequent in adults’ fiction. They 

noted that children’s literature consisted of concrete words while adults’ 

literature consisted of abstract terms. They further discussed that children’s 

literature was about parents and siblings while adults’ literature was more 

likely to be about children and life partners. Moreover, the study found that 

the words in children’s books were shorter than adults’ books as an average 

length of characters is 4.7 for children and 6.2 for adults, Further they found 

that children’s literature was more focused on spatial relationships, while 

adults’ literature was more focused on temporal relationships. Treacher 

(2017) focused on children autobiographies and their understanding towards 

social and materialistic life. The aim if this study was not only to identify 

children’s relationship with family but to check the socio-cultural influences 

on children as well. 

The language of fiction has not been explored much by using Multi-

dimensional Analysis approach. Few researchers have worked on MD 

analysis of the fictional texts like Biber and Finegan (1994), Egbert (2012), 
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Baker and Eggington(1999). Watson (1994) investigates the prose fiction of 

Australian Aboriginal writer Mudrooroo Nyoongah by using Biber’s (1988) 

model of Multidimensional approach. The aim of his study is bifold: firstly, 

to critically evaluate the prose fiction of Australian Aboriginal writer, 

Mudrooroo Nyoongah, by using Multidimensional Approach and secondly, 

to critically examine the model propounded by Biber.  

Baker and Eggington (1999) propound a study in which they analyzed works 

of literature that had been written in five varieties of English: British, West 

African, Anglo American, Mexican American and Indian. To find out the 

differences among five varieties of English, the study used a 

Multidimensional Approach. Twenty short stories were selected from each 

of these five varieties of English by the writers. The corpus of twenty short 

stories consisted of ten male authors and ten female authors, a total of 100 

short stories from each of these five varieties which had been published 

between the period of 1970 and 1994. The study revealed that all the 

varieties were highly narrative with respect to dimension 2; Narrative vs. 

Non-narrative concerns. The differences found among these varieties were 

significant. 

Egbert (2012) used a Multidimensional Approach to analyze the features of 

the 19th-century literary style. The corpus comprised of fictional prose from 

different fiction sub-genres by a wide range of authors and time periods to 

identify the prose style of the 19th-century fiction. The study also identified 

that the element of narrativeness had been used more in female authors than 

male authors as the style of George Eliot seemed highly narrative. The 

findings of the study showed that Eliot had used more intrusive or 

interfering writing style with highly positive scores contrary to Rudyard 

Kipling who carried highly negative scores for employing a more dynamic 

style with concrete details. Analysis further affirmed that authors showing 

interactional styles tended to focus heavily on the conversations among the 

characters. 
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Ali and Ahmad (2016a) explored the stylistic variation among the leading 

novelists of Pakistani Fiction in English across Biber’s (1988) textual 

dimensions. The study revealed the significant stylistic differences among 

the leading Pakistani English novelists. Ali and Shakir (2016b) found 

linguistic variability among the different sub-genres of Pakistani Fiction in 

English across Biber’s (1988) textual dimensions. The results of MD 

analysis revealed that  the genre of female  fiction  had  been  found  highly  

involved  in  its  discourse  production, whereas the genre of indigenous 

fiction had been found producing informational discourse. Ali and Ahmad 

(2017) conducted MD based study to explore the linguistic characteristics of 

Pakistani Fiction in English. The aim of the study was to determine new 

textual dimensions of Pakistani fiction in English by using Biber’s (1988) 

model. Findings of the study showed more tilt towards descriptive, abstract 

and dialogic discourse production in Pakistani English fiction. 

Biber’s (1988) study identifies the similarities and differences across speech 

and writing through two major corpora; Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen of British 

English (LOB Corpus) and London-Lund Corpus of Spoken English. The 

findings of the study revealed that the written texts were found more 

narrative than spoken texts with respect to dimension 2, Narrative vs. Non- 

narrative Concerns. 

3. Material and Method 

Multidimensional Analysis Tagger (MAT) was used as a replica of Biber’ 

(1988) study which is easily accessible and produce results instantly. Nini 

(2013) asserts that MAT is a program that replicates Biber’s (1988) tagger 

and usually applied for studies on text types and genre variation. However, 

Biber’s (1988) Multidimensional model comprises five textual dimensions 

to investigate style/register variation. These dimensions are as under: 

1. Involved versus Informational Production 

2. Narrative versus Non-Narrative Concerns 

3. Explicit versus Situation Dependent Discourse  
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4. Overt expression of Persuasion/Argumentation 

5. Abstract versus Non-Abstract Information 

The present study focuses only on the 2
nd

 Dimension; Narrative versus Non-

Narrative Concerns to analyze the co-occurrences of linguistic features. 

Dimension 2 is divided into narrative and non-Narrative Concerns with 

respect to the distribution of linguistic features on positive and negative 

poles. The following figure exhibits textual dimension 2 according to 

Biber’s (1988) study: 

Narrative Features  Non-narrative features 

Past Tense Verbs [VBD]  Present Tense Verbs [VPRT] 

Third Person Pronouns [TPP3]  Attributive Adjectives [JJ] 

Perfect Aspect Verbs [PEAS]  Past Participial WHIZ Deletion 

[WZPAST] 

Public Verbs [PUBV]  Word Length [AWL] 

Synthetic Negation [SYNE]   

Present Participial Clauses [PRESP]   

Figure 1: Dimension 2: Narrative vs. Non-Narrative  

Concerns 

The analytical framework of the present study is based on CBA (Corpus-

Based Approach). Quantitative analysis was used to produce frequencies of 

linguistic features and statistically significant results. The process of data 

analysis involves tagging, analyzing and normalization of factor scores. 

3.1    Data Collection 

The present research has developed a representative corpus of Pakistani 

short stories in English written for children and adults. A model, based upon 

various popular Pakistani English magazines was developed. To collect data, 

four Pakistani English magazines, VShine and Young World publishing short 

stories for children and Mag and Smash publishing short stories for adults, 
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were selected. The following figure illustrates the selection of magazines for 

the collection of data.  

                                

 
Figure 2: Hierarchy of Magazines 

To meet the objectives of study, the data of 300 short stories consisting of 

0.27 million tokens was collected and then pasted into .txt files, because 

MAT tagger only accepts notepad files for tagging. The summary of the 

total data comprising short stories written by male and female short story 

writers is as below: 

Table I: Summary of Male & Female Short Stories 

Sr. No. Categories Number of Short Stories 

1 Children Male 75 150 

Female                           

75 

2 Adult Male  75 150 

Female 75 

 Total short stories 300 

 

 Magazines 

Adult 

Mag Smash 

Children 

VShine 
 

Young World 
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To make data representative, both male and female short story writers have 

been included and to make data more reliable, time frame for all published 

short stories have been selected between 2014 to 2017 years.  

3.2 Procedure of data analysis  

The data was analyzed by following these steps:  

(i) Tagging of data  

(ii) Counting frequencies of grammatical features  

(iii) Factor Analysis through SPSS and  

(iv) T-test application.  

The data was tagged by using Tag option in MAT tagger and analyzed by 

selecting the option Analyze by choosing VASW tags. The tagger tagged the 

data by selecting all the linguistic features associated with Dimension 2: 

Narrative vs. Non-Narrative Concerns. 

4. Results and Discussion 

This section deals with the results of the study in both quantitative and 

qualitative manner. The Overall mean score of the corpus with respect to 

Dimension 2 Narrative vs. Non-Narrative Concerns is given below; 

Table I1: Overall Mean Score on D2 

Categories Children Adult       Overall score 

Magazines VShine Young 

World 

Mag Smash  

Mean Scores 

 

3.76 3.02 2.40 2.93 3.02 

 

The discourse of both Children and adults’ magazines has been found 

narrative in nature which seems to be a form of fictional prose. The overall 

mean score of the corpus depicts that both Children and adults’ short stories 

have narrative concerns rather than non-narrative. The highest mean score is 
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of VShine (Children’s Magazine) with (3.76) mean score and the lowest 

score is attained by Mag (Adults’ Magazine) with mean (2.04). 

4.1    Comparison across Short Stories for Children and Adults 

The primary purpose of this section is to find out the differences in mean 

scores on D2 by comparing children’s and adults’ short stories. Children’s 

short stories have been found more narrative with (3.39) mean score than 

adults’ short stories with (2.67) mean score. It means that discourse in 

children’s short stories has been found more narrative in nature than 

discourse found in adults’ short stories which is slightly less with mean 

score 2.67.  

 
Figure 3: Mean Scores of children and adults’ Short Stories 

From the graph illustrated above, it is evident that all the short stories 

published in children and adults’ magazines are narrative in nature having 

positive features with minor differences. The co-occurrence of individual 

linguistic features has also been highlighted in Figure. 4 to depict the highest 

and lowest narrative features on D2 in Pakistani English magazines. 

Linguistic features of D2 regarding children’s short stories have been shown 

below on both positive and negative poles.  
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Figure 4: Distribution of Narrative Features on D2 

The above figure of linguistic features on Dimension 2 indicates narrative 

discourse production of children’s short stories in Pakistani English 

magazines. There is an abundance of narrative features with positive loading 

of past tense verbs (VBD), third person pronoun (TPP3), perfect aspect 

verbs (PEAS), public verbs (PUBV), synthetic negation (SYNE) and present 

participial clauses (PRESP). Past tense verb is the most frequently used 

linguistic feature in children’s short stories with (10.08) score and present 

participial clauses with less frequent counts (0.167). These linguistic 

features on D2 generate the whole narrative outlook in children’s short 

stories with high frequencies of past tense verbs, third person pronoun and 

public verbs.  
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Figure 5: Distribution of narrative features on D2 

In comparison with children’s short stories, adults’ short stories have 

slightly less narrative concerns. The results of adults’ short stories have 

witnessed obvious variations with respect to linguistic features. The past 

tense verb is the most frequent feature among all adults’ short stories but 

with least frequent count in comparison with children’s short stories. The 

past tense verbs, third person pronoun and perfect aspect verbs lay emphasis 

on narrative discourse with their mean scores (8.89), (5.12) and (0.70) 

respectively.  

Biber (1988) highlighted  that “Third personal pronouns co-occur frequently 

with past tense verbs and perfect aspects forms, as a marker of narrative, 

reported style” (p. 225). Past tense verbs reflect the events happening in the 

past. According to Biber (1988), all of these features have a high weightage 

only on this dimension rather than others. Co-occurrence of these linguistic 

features in children and Adults’ short in Pakistani English magazines has 

been found highly narrative in discourse production. Two text examples 

have been given below to point out the distribution of linguistic features. 

Narrative features are bold and underlined in the corpus. The two text 

fragments given below are from Children’s and adults’ short stories.  
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Text-A: Children Discourse 

Al smiled at the little girl and then picked up his bowling ball – with his 

tail! “What is he doing?” asked Bosco aloud. And then to the amazement of 

everyone in the bowling alley, Al sprinted toward the lane with his bowling 

ball dangling from his tail. He released the ball and threw a perfect strike. 

Bosco couldn’t believe it. Nobody cloud, for that matter. Al’s tail provided 

a powerful grip which enabled him to throw his bowling ball with much 

more ease and accuracy. Bosco was outraged, but the mayor informed him 

there were no rules stating one couldn’t use a tail to throw the bowling 

ball.The final game wasn’t even close. Al easily beat Bosco and was 

declared the winner of the tournament. Even though everyone was happy 

Bosco didn’t win the championship again, most folks didn’t know how to 

react to an alligator winning either. But that didn’t bother Al. To him it 

wasn’t about winning or losing; all he ever wanted was a chance to play. As 

he was exciting the bowling alley, the little girl who had rooted Al on 

pleaded to have her picture taken with him. Al was happy to do so, and 

after the little girl’s mom reluctantly agreed to her daughter’s wishes, the 

picture Alligator Alley was taken. Had it not been for that picture, nobody 

outside of Belvar would have ever believed the myth. To this day the people 

of Belver still ponder what happened to Al. 

The bold and underlined words are representative of dense narrative 

linguistic features. The co-occurring linguistic features presented in Text-A 

are highly narrative that emphasizes the more narrative style rather story 

telling in children’s short stories of Pakistani English magazines. The text 

describes the high frequency of Past tense verbs (smiled, picked, asked etc.), 

Third person pronouns (his, he, him etc.) and Public verbs (stating, declared, 

agreed etc.). Public verbs have been found in abundance in children’s short 

stories in comparison with adults’ short stories. 
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Text-B: Adult Discourse 

Babar replied looking him in the eye. The police inspector looked aside and 

chuckled. Babar didn’t talk unless he was asked to. The inspector asked, 

“So, you were kind of like trapped in there?” “Not kind of. I was actually 

trapped.” “So, what if Mr Shahzaib did all this on purpose? I mean, what if 

he knew about all that was going to happen? What if, he called you 

intentionally to save himself from the upcoming troubles and put them over 

you?” Babar got quite surprised and gave his words a thought. He however, 

avoided the negative thoughts then spoke, “No, that’s not what he did. I 

know him and I trust him. He can’t do such a thing, please.” 

The underlined and bold feature show fewer occurrences of narrative 

features in comparison with preceding text as adults’ short stories have less 

mean score than children’s short stories. There are numerous positive 

features described in the text on D2 as Past tense verbs (e.g. looked, 

chuckled, gave etc.) are the most frequently used narrative feature among 

all. Third person pronoun almost shows the same tendency as in children’s 

short stories. Perfect aspect verbs are frequently used in adults’ short stories 

in comparison with children’s short stories. It exhibits some variation among 

the occurrence of positive features as the text of adults’ short stories have 

less mean score in comparison with the text of children’s short stories. 

4.2    Comparison across Short Stories by male and female writers 

The present section identifies linguistic differences across short stories 

written by male and female writers on Dimension 2 (Narrative vs. Non-

Narrative Concerns). The primary purpose is to highlight the linguistic 

choices made by male and female short story writers writing in Pakistani 

English magazines.  
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Table III: Overall Mean Scores based on Gender 

Categories Children Adult       

Gender Male Female Male Female 

Mean Scores 

 

3.61 3.17 3.67 1.67 

The above table explains the representation of male and female short story 

writers through their mean scores. Following figure show the mean score 

attained by male and female short story writers in the category of children’s 

fiction.  

4.2.1 Comparison across male and female short story writers writing for 

children 

 

 
Figure 6: Mean Scores of Male & Female short story writers 

The above figure shows that male writers reflect more tendencies towards 

narrativeness than female writers with respect to Narrative vs. Non-
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Narrative Concerns. Among male and female writers, male writers with the 

mean scores (3.61) used highly narrative features, whereas; female writers 

use less narrative features with mean scores (3.17). Following examples 

from short stories show the significant stylistic differences among the male 

and female short story writers: 

Text-C (Male) 

Abdur Rahman (may Allah be pleased with him) who had enjoyed the 

riches all his life in Makkah never liked to depend on anyone. Though he 

was empty handed at the moment still his faith never wavered. He smiled 

and said: “I respect your feelings however, show me the way to the market 

and I’m sure with Allah’s will I can earn my living.”Saad insisted. “What a 

waste of his wealth when it couldn’t come useful for his brother!”“May you 

enjoy all the blessings and riches of Allah. He has blessed me with hands. I 

can do the labour suit to my dignity.”With a heavy heart, Saad gave away. 

Soon, both of them walked down the lanes of Madinah and reached the 

most famous and busiest market, Ibn-e-Qainquh. Here the brothers parted. 

Abdur Rahman (may Allah be pleased with him) found himself among the 

shops laden with rugs of sheep wool and silks from far off land of China. 

Silver and metal wares shone before his eyes. Shrewd merchants bargained 

the desirable profit for their heaps of merchandise. 

The underlined and bold features of Text-C interpret the highest frequency 

of narrative features used by male writers in comparison with female writers 

who produced slightly less narrative discourse on D2. 

Text-D (Female) 

I don’t get a word of Mrs Stephens, she is just burbling.“Do you know how 

Angela came up with that answer, Jennifer?” Mrs Stephens suddenly asked 

me. “Uh, what answer?” confused, I asked. Angela smirked at me and I 

sighed. The reason I hate to come to school is that I have to put up with 

Angela Peters, Miranda Fletcher and Julie Banks’ bullying. Mrs Stephens 

sighed too. “How about you put away what you are doing and pay attention 
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to what I’m saying, so you can understand the topic. Is that clear?” “Yes, 

Mrs Stephens.” I mumbled. Valerie gave me a pitiful look. When school 

finished, I rushed out of the classroom and guess what? I bumped into 

Angela and her gang. “Oh, my, look at you, how dare you, you teensie 

weensie wannabe,” Angela sneered. “What kind of behaviour have I just 

witnessed?! How dare you attack another pupil? I am shocked! You will 

receive three-hour detention!” Mrs Edinburgh scolded so ferociously that 

Angela cowered in fear. It was the best day of my life! Angela never teased 

me again, because she knew if she did, she would receive detention. And I 

realised if she did something, all I had to do was to tell the teacher or the 

principal. 

Underlined and bold narrative features of Text-D show less positive loading 

of narrative features and declares the text as less narrative in comparison 

with Text-C on D2 (Narrative vs. Non-Narrative Concerns). Though both 

male and female writers are inclined towards high narrativeness regarding 

children’s short stories but female short story writers seem less inclined in 

creating narrative discourse than male short story writers. 

4.2.2 Comparison across male and female short story writers writing for 

Adults         

 
Figure 7: Mean Scores of Male& Female Writers 
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Above mentioned graph portrays that there lie significant differences among 

male and female writings in the category of adults’ fiction on D2 (Narrative 

versus Non-Narrative Concerns). The results demonstrate that male short 

story writers use high narrative style with mean scores (3.67) and further it 

reveals that female short story writers are more inclined towards non-

narrative discourse style with counts (1.67). 

5.  Findings and Conclusion 

The study aimed at exploring the features of narrativeness among children 

and adults’ short stories published in Pakistani English magazines on Biber’s 

(1988) second textual dimension Narrative vs. Non-Narrative Concerns. The 

objectives listed at the beginning of the study have been achieved. Findings 

of the first objective of study reveal that children’s short stories of Pakistani 

English magazines have been observed highly narratives on D2 as there is 

found an abundance of narrative features; past tense verbs, third person 

pronouns and public verbs. Children’s short stories have been found more 

narrative with (3.39) mean score than adults’ short stories with (2.67) mean. 

Results have illustrated that the discourse in children’s short stories show 

more narrative trends, whereas discourse in adults’ short stories is slightly 

less narrative. It pinpoints the fact that children and adults’ short stories 

demand high frequency of narrative features for its readability and 

comprehension. Children’s short stories are more inclined towards 

narrativeness because short stories in magazines enhance children’s 

readability, comprehensibility and cohesion. Regarding the second objective 

of study, the findings demonstrate the high narrative nature of male writings 

in both children and adults’ texts with mean scores (3.61), (3.67) 

respectively whereas female writing in both the texts tending towards less-

narrative discourse style with counts (3.17) & (1.67) respectively. The 

results of the present study also validate the fact that male fiction is highly 

narrative in discourse production in comparison with female fiction. Biber’s 
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(1988) study also endorses the same point that narrative discourse is often 

depictive and the narration of the past events is often framed by vivid 

imagery provided by present participial clauses. The present study may be 

significant in vocabulary development, keyword analysis, categorizing and 

arranging materials for teaching stories and grammar in ESL class rooms. 

6. Recommendations   

The current study has explored the linguistic variability across children  and 

adults’ short stories published in Pakistani English magazines on textual 

dimension 2;  Narrative vs. Non-narrative Concerns. Furthermore, it has also 

identified the linguistic variability across male and female short story writers 

writing for children and adults. However, keeping in view the limitations of 

current study, Following are the suggestions for the further studies:  

1. The Multidimensional analysis of children and Adults’ Short Stories 

may further be extended to other textual dimensions according to 

Biber’s (1988) study. 

2. A comparison, across children and adults’ short stories written by 

Pakistani and British writers, may be done to explore linguistic 

variability between different fictional varieties.  

3. Various genres of fictionalized varieties may be included for the 

comparison as the present study limited itself to study only two sub-

genres of fictional discourse: male vs. female fiction. 

4. Studies based on individual linguistic features and its detailed 

functional interpretation may be done. 

5. New Multidimensional Analysis may be done on the same corpus to 

explore new textual dimensions by doing factor analysis. 
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